Interest in nocebo effects is increasing exponentially: a Google Scholar search for articles referencing *nocebo* in 1998 (20 years ago) yields 90 results, increasing to 449 in 2008 (10 years ago) and to 1600 in 2018. Increased attention has likely resulted from recognition of the prevalence and potential seriousness of nocebo effects in clinical contexts. It is estimated that up to 97% of reported pharmaceutical side effects are *not* caused by the drug itself but rather by nocebo effects and symptom misattribution (1). These nocebo effects can cause symptoms serious enough to require hospitalization and medical intervention (2). As a result of the increased recognition of the importance of nocebo effects, experimental research seeking to understand how nocebo effects are formed has also intensified.

As the literature on nocebo effects has expanded, additional methodological decision points arise for researchers in this area. In this article, we discuss a set of methodological issues that result from emerging approaches to studying nocebo effects, including distinctions between designs for standard nocebo effects versus nocebo side effects, the information provided by selecting different types of control groups in experimental designs, and the distinction between "true" nocebo effects and symptom misattribution. This discussion will focus on between-subjects designs, using examples of nocebo effects that are generated by verbal/written transmission of information. For each issue, we compare the different methodologies and seek to highlight the strengths and limitations of these approaches.

Nocebo Effects and Nocebo Side Effects Designs: Definitions {#s1}
===========================================================

Definitions of the nocebo effect typically focus on the role of negative expectations in producing aversive outcomes \[e.g., Refs. (3--7)\]. In contrast, Faasse (8) extends this definition to incorporate past experience and other aspects of the treatment context. We would refine this further to define nocebo effects as unpleasant or adverse outcomes triggered by the treatment *context*, beyond any inherent pharmacological effects of the treatment itself. These nocebo effects are scientifically measurable effects caused by psychological processes including negative expectations, classical conditioning, and observational learning (9).

Although not always differentiated, there are two variants of nocebo effects that researchers examine: primary nocebo effects and nocebo side effects. Experimental designs that study *primary nocebo effects* focus on nocebo effects as the central "action" or primary negative outcome of a treatment/medical condition. Such outcomes have been described by Hahn (5, 6) as nocebo effects, where he distinguished these from what he called "placebo side effects," whereby a treatment intended primarily for benefit can cause harmful outcomes. As an example of a primary nocebo effect---when the potential adverse outcome is framed as the primary, or focal, effect of the treatment---Benedetti and colleagues (10) informed postoperative patients that a saline injection would increase pain, resulting in elevated pain. This design contrasts those of *nocebo side effect* experiments in which participants are informed of the main (typically beneficial) outcome of a treatment/condition, and also unpleasant outcomes that are ancillary to this main outcome. This conceptualization of nocebo side effects is similar to that of Barksy and colleagues (3) as a phenomenon occurring when placebo treatment results in unpleasant side effects. For example, Neukirch and Colagiuri (11) gave participants experiencing sleep difficulty an inert treatment to improve sleep---with or without the suggestion that it created a specific side effect (increased or decreased appetite). The results revealed that participants given the side-effect warning reported more changes in appetite---in the expected direction---than those not given the side-effect warning.

Notably, recent evidence suggests that primary nocebo and nocebo side effect manipulations do not produce equivalent results. Caplandies and colleagues (12) used an experimental design that compared the two nocebo effects and found that when headache pain was described as the *primary* effect of sham transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS), headaches were significantly more likely to occur than when headache was described as a side effect of tDCS. These results indicate that nocebo effect instructions can produce different outcomes depending on whether the adverse effect is described as the primary effect or a side effect of treatment.

Nocebo Effects and Nocebo Side Effects: Experimental Design Selection {#s2}
=====================================================================

Making a clear distinction between a primary nocebo effect and a nocebo side effect design is valuable for several reasons. First, these two designs correspond to different clinical care circumstances. Primary nocebo effect designs relate to situations in which negative outcomes can occur without a concomitant benefit, such as when patients are given a warning about potential pain due to a medical condition (e.g., broken leg) or disease course (e.g., *rheumatoid arthritis*), which leads to increased negative expectations. In contrast, nocebo side effect designs are analogues of situations when there is a beneficial treatment that may also cause adverse effects. These designs have greater correspondence to medical treatments where treatment descriptions and instructions---including informed consent protocols, physician warnings, drug labels, and direct-to-consumer advertising---suggest that adverse outcomes can accompany a primary treatment benefit. Consequently, in the study of nocebo effects, researchers should decide between primary nocebo effect or nocebo side effect designs based on the applied circumstance they wish to understand.

A second reason for distinguishing between these two types of designs is that the pivotal mediating and moderating variables may diverge. Consider the case of moderating variables. When examining nocebo side effects, but not primary nocebo effects, variables such as number of side effects listed or their order could be critical moderators to assess. Additionally, it is possible that the contribution of different psychological mediators varies with these different designs. For example, primary nocebo effect designs emphasize adverse outcomes, whereas nocebo side effect designs emphasize the positive treatment effect as well as co-occurring adverse outcomes; because of this greater emphasis on negative outcomes, individuals in primary nocebo effect designs may devote more higher-order cognitive processes to thinking about the negative symptoms than individuals in the nocebo side effect designs ([@B13]). It should also be noted that nocebo side effects and placebo effects can, theoretically, co-exist within the same person, and the experience of benefits and unpleasant side effects may influence one another.

Nocebo Effects and Nocebo Side Effects: Control Conditions {#s3}
==========================================================

A second issue to consider is the appropriate control conditions for these designs. Here, we differentiate between several options.

***No-treatment control group***. It is widely accepted that when investigating the *placebo* effect, a placebo-treated group must be compared with an untreated control group in order to detect "true" rather than "perceived" placebo effects ([@B14]). The inclusion of an untreated comparison group allows researchers to distinguish between improvements *caused* by placebo administration and other factors that can result in apparent improvements, including natural history of the condition, Hawthorne effects, and regression to the mean. However, the importance of this distinction between "true" and "perceived" *nocebo* effects---and the inclusion of a no-treatment control group---is less well recognised ([@B15]).

We argue that no-treatment control groups are important for both primary nocebo and nocebo side effect designs. A simple laboratory procedure to test for true *nocebo* effects---both primary and side effects---would involve two conditions. In one condition, participants would take a sham treatment or undergo a sham procedure described as having either a primary or secondary (i.e., side effects) unpleasant outcome. In the other condition, participants would not get the nocebo treatment or procedure (i.e., they form the no-treatment control group), but undertake all other study components. An increase in the rate of unpleasant outcomes in the "treated" group would be indicative of a true nocebo effect---because comparing with the untreated control rules out natural history, Hawthorne effects, and regression to the mean, as alternative explanations.

***Sham treatment/no-information control group***. A second control condition that may be employed is one in which participants are given a treatment or procedure, but are not provided with information about possible unpleasant outcomes (primary or side effect; see [**Table 1**](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Thus, when a *sham treatment/no-information control group* is compared to a *sham treatment/negative information group*, participants in both conditions engage in the treatment activity ([@B12]). This procedure keeps constant factors such as naturally occurring symptoms, treatment administration, and engagement in other experimental activities across the conditions. This control can be used for either primary nocebo or nocebo side effect studies and is useful for identifying the specific effect of the information provided. Some limitations of this control condition, however, are 1) because treatments or procedures are given without corresponding information about possible side effects or adverse outcomes, it has less ecological validity than the no-treatment control condition described above, and 2) the control group does not provide information on the generation of "true" nocebo effects, i.e., the magnitude of the overall nocebo effect compared to individuals with no treatment.

###### 

Examples of control and experimental conditions in nocebo research, and information provided by these comparisons.

  Control condition                                                 Experimental condition                                                                                                     Information provided
  ----------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  No treatment                                                      Sham treatment plus negative information about adverse outcomes                                                            Evidence of "true" nocebo effect; no information about the role of information provision and subsequent expectations, or treatment context
  Sham treatment with no information about adverse outcomes         Sham treatment plus negative information about adverse outcomes                                                            Effect of information on nocebo outcomes, controls for effect of treatment administration; no evidence for "true" nocebo effect, participants may form own expectations in the absence of information about sham treatment
  Sham treatment with standard information about adverse outcomes   Sham treatment with modified experimental information (typically employed to test strategies to *reduce* nocebo effects)   Effect of modified information presentation on nocebo outcomes; no evidence for "true" nocebo effect

These two types of control conditions are not exhaustive. For example, as indicated in [**Table 1**](#T1){ref-type="table"}, other variations could include giving participants a treatment with "standard" or usual care information in order to test the effect of other information provision strategies, for example, standard information versus positive framing of information about adverse outcomes, which focuses on the proportion of patients who will *not* experience these unpleasant outcomes ([@B16], [@B17]). Of most importance, however, is that researchers consider carefully their hypotheses and relevance to clinical practice, consider which factor(s) differ between their chosen conditions, and utilize appropriate control conditions in experimental designs that will allow them to most appropriately test their research question. The control conditions described here are complementary rather than mutually exclusive, and we recommend that researchers consider including a no-treatment control as well as (for example) an information-related control condition. Finally, although this discussion has focused on designs using sham treatments, it is important to note that nocebo effects occur in response to active medical treatments too. In studies examining nocebo effects from active treatments, a no-treatment control condition is less likely to be helpful than an *active treatment/no-information control group*, which controls for the physiological effect of the treatment itself.

Nocebo Effects and Nocebo Side Effects: Misattribution {#s4}
======================================================

A third consideration in experimental designs to study nocebo effects and nocebo side effects is the role of symptom misattribution. In contrast to "true" nocebo effects, "perceived" nocebo effects are those symptoms that would have occurred regardless of treatment administration but are (mistakenly) attributed to the treatment. Misattribution is particularly relevant to the study of nocebo *side* effects, such as a where a patient is experiencing regular headaches, starts a new medication, and subsequently misattributes these headaches to the treatment. Although such misattributed symptoms are undoubtedly important in how patients view their treatments and influence their health care decisions, there are likely to be different processes underlying the development of misattributed and true nocebo side effects. When designing experimental studies to investigate true nocebo side effects, assessing baseline symptoms that may be subject to later misattribution and encouraging participants to report *all* symptoms experienced regardless of perceived cause may help to assess or reduce the influence of misattribution on results. If researchers wish to explicitly study misattribution, participants who receive an experimental treatment can be asked whether they believe their symptoms were *caused* by the treatment they received.

Summary {#s5}
=======

Nocebo effects and nocebo side effects play an important role in the outcomes of medical care. Heightened recognition of their importance and increased experimental research seeking to understand how nocebo effects are formed have raised the need for consideration of the methodological decisions that researchers face in studying the nocebo effect. These decisions include whether to examine primary nocebo effects or nocebo side effects, appropriate control conditions, and differentiating true and perceived nocebo effects. Future research would benefit from careful selection of study design and assessment of nocebo outcomes. Such steps will contribute to generating a deeper understanding of how both primary nocebo effects and nocebo side effects develop.
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